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Background: Colorectal cancer is a malignant tumor with high death rate. Chemotherapy, 

radiotherapy and surgery are the three common treatments of colorectal cancer. For early col-

orectal cancer patients, postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy can reduce the risk of recurrence. 

For advanced colorectal cancer patients, palliative chemotherapy can significantly improve the 

life quality of patients and prolong survival. FOLFOX is one of the mainstream chemotherapies 

in colorectal cancer, however, its response rate is only about 50%.

Methods: To systematically investigate why some of the colorectal cancer patients have 

response to FOLFOX therapy while others do not, we searched all publicly available database 

and combined three gene expression datasets of colorectal cancer patients with FOLFOX 

therapy. With advanced minimal redundancy maximal relevance and incremental feature selec-

tion method, we identified the biomarker genes. 

Results: A Support Vector Machine-based classifier was constructed to predict the response 

of colorectal cancer patients to FOLFOX therapy. Its accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were 

0.854, 0.845 and 0.863, respectively.

Conclusion: The biological analysis of representative biomarker genes suggested that apop-

tosis and inflammation signaling pathways were essential for the response of colorectal cancer 

patients to FOLFOX chemotherapy.

Keywords: colorectal cancer, FOLFOX therapy, support vector machine, minimal redundancy 

maximal relevance, incremental feature selection, chemotherapy response

Introduction
Colorectal cancer is a malignant tumor that seriously endangers people’s health. In recent 

years, the incidence of colorectal cancer has significantly increased and has become the 

third most common type of cancer. In the past few decades, due to the early detection and 

treatment, many countries have improved the survival rate of colorectal cancer. Especially 

in some developed countries, the 5-year survival rate has reached more than 65%.1

Treatment options for colorectal cancer include chemotherapy, radiotherapy and sur-

gery.2 In general, surgical removal of the affected tumor and any adjacent intestines can 

effectively eliminate cancer cells and reduce the risk of cancer spreading. Chemotherapy 

also occupies an important role in the treatment of colorectal cancer. Postoperative 

adjuvant chemotherapy in early colorectal cancer can reduce the risk of recurrence. For 

patients with advanced colorectal cancer who are inoperable, palliative chemotherapy 

can significantly improve the life quality of patients and prolong survival.

Generally, the combination of chemotherapeutic agent results in significantly 

increased response rates and improved survival.3 Current combination chemotherapy 
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includes 5-fluorouracil (5-FU)/leucovorin with oxaliplatin 

(FOLFOX), 5-FU/leucovorin and irinotecan (FOLFIRI), 

capecitabine and oxaliplatin (CAPEOX/XELOX) and 5-FU/

leucovorin/oxaliplatin and irinotecan (FOLFOXIRI).

FOLFOX chemotherapy has proven to be effective in 

the treatment of unresectable metastatic colorectal cancer.4 

Studies have suggested that patients with stage III colorectal 

cancer, who receive adjuvant FOLFOX chemotherapy, 

experience an improved disease-free and overall survival.5 

However, about half of the patients were unable to benefit 

from the treatment and even suffered from neurotoxicity.6

There have been several studies that are trying to predict 

the FOLFOX chemotherapy response.7,8 It has been reported 

that MTHFR germinal polymorphism is a potential strong 

predictor of response to FOLFOX therapy, and the response 

rate to FOLFOX increases continuously with the number 

of favorable MTHFR alleles.7 Another reported biomarker 

is SMURF2. It was highly expressed in non-responders for 

FOLFOX therapy.8

To systematically investigate the response mechanisms 

of FOLFOX chemotherapy in colorectal cancer patients, 

we collected three gene expression datasets of colorectal 

cancer patients with FOLFOX therapy and identified the 

genes that can predict responders to FOLFOX therapy for 

colorectal cancer using advanced machine learning methods. 

The biological analysis of several representative signature 

genes, such as MLKL, CC2D1A, LPL, PAGE4 and SLC26A9, 

suggested that apoptosis and inflammation signaling path-

ways were the essential pathways that controlled the response 

of colorectal cancer patients to FOLFOX chemotherapy.

Methods
The gene expression profiles of 
colorectal cancer patients with FOlFOX 
therapy
We searched Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database 

and found three datasets of colorectal cancer patients with 

FOLFOX therapy.

The gene expression profiles of colorectal cancer patients 

with FOLFOX therapy were combined from three datasets 

downloaded from GEO with accession number of GSE19860, 

GSE28702 and GSE72970. The platform of these three data-

sets was the same. They all used Affymetrix Human Genome 

U133 Plus 2.0 Array.

These three datasets were generated by different research-

ers from different labs. To minimize the systemic bias, the 

raw CEL files were downloaded and processed together 

using R package affyPLM and affy.9 The gene expression 

levels of probes were quantified with MAS5 method10 and 

normalized with quantile method. The probe expression 

levels were transformed into gene expression levels using 

R package gahgu133plus2cdf and gahgu133plus2.db. There 

were 18,733 genes with expression levels that were used as 

features to predict whether a colorectal cancer patient will 

respond to FOLFOX therapy.

In GSE72970 dataset, there were 20 colorectal cancer 

patients with FOLFOX response and 12 colorectal cancer 

patients without FOLFOX response. In GSE28702, there 

were 42 colorectal cancer patients with FOLFOX response 

and 41 colorectal cancer patients without FOLFOX response. 

In GSE19860, there were nine colorectal cancer patients with 

FOLFOX response and 20 colorectal cancer patients without 

FOLFOX response. Together, there were 42 colorectal cancer 

patients with FOLFOX response who were considered as 

positive samples and 41 colorectal cancer patients without 

FOLFOX response who were considered as negative samples. 

The sizes of positive and negative samples are shown in 

Table 1. The clinical information of the 144 colorectal cancer 

patients from GEO is given in Table S1.

rank the discriminative genes using 
mrMr method
The minimal redundancy maximal relevance (mRMR) 

method11 is widely used to select discriminative features.12–17 

The mRMR software downloaded from http://home.penglab.

com/proj/mRMR/ was used to perform the feature ranking.

It works as follows: first, let us represent all the 

18,733 genes, the selected m genes and the to-be-selected 

n genes using Ω, Ω
S
 and Ω

t
, respectively. The relevance I of 

gene g from Ω
t
 with FOLFOX response r can be measured 

with mutual information (I):18,19

 D = I (g, r) (1)

The redundancy R of the gene g from Ω with the selected 

genes in Ω
S
 are

Table 1 The sizes of positive and negative samples

Dataset 
number

Number 
of positive 
samplesa

Number 
of negative 
samplesb

Sample 
size

gse72970 20 12 32
gse28702 42 41 83
gse19860 9 20 29
combined 71 73 144

Notes: aPositive samples: colorectal cancer patients with FOLFOX response. 
bnegative samples: colorectal cancer patients without FOlFOX response.

www.dovepress.com
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After N rounds of evaluation procedure, all the genes 
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t
 will be ranked
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The mRMR rank represents the discriminating power 

of the gene.

To reduce the computational time, only the top 

500 mRMR genes were analyzed in the following steps.

Identify the predictive genes using incre
mental feature selection (IFS) method
To evaluate the prediction performance of mRMR genes, 

IFS method20–26 was applied to select the genes with great-

est prediction power. The IFS method is a wrapped feature 

selection method that combines the feature selection with 

classifier construction. We used Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) as the classifier. To be specific, the SVM function in 

R package e1071 was used to construct the classifier.

IFS is a process of iteration that adds genes one by one 

based on the mRMR ranking and then evaluates the clas-

sification performance of the selected genes. Each time, the 

top k genes from the mRMR table were selected and used to 

build the classifier that predicts whether a colorectal cancer 

patient will respond to FOLFOX therapy. The performance 

of each classifier was evaluated with leave-one-out cross 

validation (LOOCV).

The three major measurements for a classifier, sen-

sitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp) and accuracy (ACC), were 

calculated.

 
S

TP

TP FNn
=

+  
(5)

 
S

TN
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+  
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TP TN FP FN
=

+
+ + +  

(7)

In these equations, TP, TN, FP and FN stand for true posi-

tive samples, true negative samples, false positive samples 

and false negative samples, respectively.

In this study, the colorectal cancer patients with FOLFOX  

response and the colorectal cancer patients without FOLFOX  

response were considered as positive and negative sam-

ples, respectively.

After 500 rounds of IFS evaluation, an IFS curve can be 

plotted. The x-axis was the number of used genes, and the 

y-axis was the LOOCV accuracy. Based on the IFS, we can 

easily see how many genes should be used to classify the 

colorectal cancer patients with FOLFOX response and the 

colorectal cancer patients without FOLFOX response.

The visualization of how predictive 
the genes are for FOLFOX response
After we identified the predictive genes using mRMR and IFS 

methods, we tried to visually investigate how good they can 

classify the colorectal cancer patients with FOLFOX response 

and the colorectal cancer patients without FOLFOX response.

Principal component analysis (PCA)27 was performed to 

extract the first and second principal component (PC) of the 

selected genes. PCA is a widely used multivariate statistical 

method and can capture most of the gene expression variability.27 

With the dimensionality reduction via PCA, the high dimension 

gene expression profiles can be mapped onto two dimensions of 

PC1 and PC2, which can explain the most variance observed in 

the data. Since it is unsupervised, the 2D-PCA plot will give an 

intuitive view of how close each sample is to each other.

Another method that we applied was two-way hier-

archical clustering of both colorectal cancer patients and 

selected genes. From the heatmap, we can not only explore 

whether the colorectal cancer patients with FOLFOX 

response and the colorectal cancer patients without FOLFOX 

response were clustered into different groups but also know 

which genes were highly expressed or lowly expressed in 

the colorectal cancer patients with FOLFOX response.

Results and discussion
The top discriminative genes ranked 
with mrMr method
The mRMR can rank the genes based on not only their 

relevance with the FOLFOX responses of colorectal cancer 

patients but also the redundancy with each other. Therefore, 

the discriminative genes identified by mRMR methods will 

be compact, which means the highly co-expressed genes will 

www.dovepress.com
www.dovepress.com
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not all be selected, only the best representative gene will be 

chosen. We obtained the top 500 most discriminative genes 

using the mRMR method. These 500 genes will be further 

optimized using IFS method.

The predictive genes selected based on 
iFs method
We used different number of top mRMR genes to construct 

the SVM classifier. Based on how accurate the model can 

classify the colorectal cancer patients into the right FOLFOX 

response groups, we plotted the IFS curve in which the x-axis 

was the number of genes and the y-axis was the LOOCV 

accuracy. The IFS curve is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, the peak located at the position 

of using top 138 genes. Its accuracy was 0.854, which was 

the highest. We also calculated its sensitivity and specificity, 

which were 0.845 and 0.863, respectively. The top 138 genes 

are given in Table S2. The confusion matrix of actual responses 

and predicted responses is given in Table 2. We calculated the 

CIs of prediction performance using function sensSpec from R 

package epibasix28 and the 95% CIs for sensitivity and specific-

ity were (76.1, 92.9) and (78.4, 94.2), respectively.

Although the performance of 138 genes was best, the accu-

racy of the top ten genes had already been over 0.8. The sensi-

tivity and specificity for the ten gene classifier were 0.732 and 

0.890, respectively. The top ten genes are given in Table 3.

The first gene was LOC100009676, which was under-

studied and did not have too much known functions.

The second gene was Lnc-ZNF461, which has been 

reported to be associated with non-small-cell lung cancer 

(NSCLC).29 It was involved in immune response and can 

promote NSCLC progression by interacting with SLA2, 

DEFB4A, LAT and LIME1.29

The third gene was MLKL, a necroptosis kinase. It was 

reported that MLKL was involved in immune activation in 

cancer cells.30 Chemotherapy kills MLKL−/− cancer cells, and 

due to MLKL deficiency, the dying cancer cells will not cause 

immune response. MLKL may function through ICD signal-

ing pathway. A recent publication by Sun et al31 found that 

small-molecule analogs of SMAC mimetic in association with 

MLKL-pDNA and z-VAD-fmk showed antitumor effects 

in colorectal cancer cells in vitro via induction of RIP3-

dependent necroptosis. All these findings have confirmed 

MLKL as a good chemotherapy response biomarker.

Another interesting gene was CC2D1A, a remarkable 

member of various signaling pathways, such as nuclear factor 

kB, PDK1/Akt, cAMP/PKA and Notch. Notch pathway is a 

well-studied colorectal cancer pathway.32,33 It has also been 

reported to be involved in the antiviral pathway by interacting 

with TBK-1 and IKKε and acts as a transcriptional repressor 

of serotonin and dopamine receptor genes.34 CC2D1A 

silencing can induce apoptosis and increase chemotherapy 

sensitivity by decreasing Akt kinase activity.35

The responders and nonresponders 
were different on the first PC
To intuitively explore the difference of responders and non-

responders, we calculated the first and second PCs of the 

Figure 1 The IFS curve of how the classifiers were based on different number of 
gene performance.
Notes: The xaxis was the number of genes used to build the classifier and yaxis 
was the prediction accuracy evaluated with LOOCV. The peak of IFS curve was 
accuracy of 0.854 when 138 genes were used. But even when only top ten genes 
were used, the accuracy was over 0.8.
Abbreviations: IFS, incremental feature selection; LOOCV, leaveoneout cross 
validation.

Table 2 The confusion matrix of actual responses and predicted 
responses based on 138 genes

Number of patients Actual 
responders

Actual non-
responders

Predicted responders 60 10
Predicted nonresponders 11 63

Table 3 The top ten mrMr genes

Order Name Score
1 LOC100009676 0.131
2 ZNF461 0.101
3 MLKL 0.072
4 MGC15885 0.083
5 MBTD1 0.071
6 CC2D1A 0.067
7 FAM104A 0.061
8 KIF3B 0.060
9 SYTL1 0.060
10 EML6 0.057

www.dovepress.com
www.dovepress.com
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138 genes and plotted the PCA of responders (blue dots) and 

non-responders (red dots) in Figure 2. PC1 represented 8.7% 

variance, while PC2 represented 4.7% variance.

It can be seen that most responders were in area of 

PC1,0, while most non-responders were in the area of 

PC1.0. The responders and non-responders were different 

on the first PC.

The highly expressed genes in FOlFOX 
responders and nonresponders
Although the PCA plot clearly demonstrated the difference of 

responders and non-responders, we were interested in identi-

fying the highly expressed genes in FOLFOX responders and 

non-responders, which may reveal the biological mechanisms 

of FOLFOX response in colorectal cancer. Therefore, we 

plotted the heatmap of the 138 genes in the responder and 

non-responder colorectal cancer patients (Figure 3).

It can be seen that the responders and non-responders were 

clearly clustered into two groups and correspondingly, the 

138 genes were also clustered into two groups. The top cluster 

of genes was highly expressed in responders, and the bottom 

cluster of genes was highly expressed in non-responders.

We have listed the highly expressed genes in FOLFOX 

responders whose fold change was greater than 1.5 and 

the lowly expressed genes in FOLFOX responders whose 

fold change was smaller than 0.67 in Tables 4 and 5, 

respectively.

For the highly expressed genes in FOLFOX responders, 

CRYBB1 was one of the highly mutated genes in micro-

satellite instability colorectal cancers.36

NEUROG3 played important roles in intestinal enteroen-

docrine cells and was repressed by the growth factor- 

independent one transcription factor (GFI1) that was normally 

expressed in Paneth and goblet cells of colon.37

LPL is a crucial enzyme for intravascular catabolism of 

triglyceride-rich lipoproteins. The alteration of LPL may let 

the cell acquire growth advantage and develop malignancy.38 

The LPL gene deficiency increases cancer risk. The tumor 

suppressive effects of LPL have been verified in animal 

models; due to its roles in inflammation, it is a great general 

target for chemotherapy.39

CYP4F is a member of the CYP/CYP450 superfamily 

of enzymes. It was highly expressed in prostate cancer and 

RNAi experiments, which suggested that CYP4F was impor-

tant for cell growth and survival.40

PAGE4 is a member of GAGE family, which is highly 

expressed in various tumors.41–43 It has been reported that 

PAGE4 expression can predict liver metastasis of colorectal 

cancer.44

For the lowly expressed genes in FOLFOX responders, 

SLC26A9 has colon-specific functions, such as transport of 

glucose, organic acids, metal ions and mineral absorption.45 

Its low expression may affect the growth of tumor cells.

The limitations and potential 
improvements of this study
Although this study identified candidate genes for chemo-

therapy response for colorectal cancer and revealed highly 

possible mechanism, there were several limitations:

Since this was a bioinformatics study, we did not vali-

date our results with biological experiments. This limited 

the discovery of novel mechanisms. To reduce the effects 

of lacking experimental validation, we did thoroughgoing 

literature survey and proposed the possible mechanisms 

based on confirmed biological functions of candidate genes 

from published papers.

The sample size of this study was small, even though we 

collected all publicly available gene expression profiles from 

the largest gene expression database, GEO. In the next step, 

we will collect colorectal cancer patients with chemotherapy 

from our hospital and build a large independent test dataset.

The number of genes was still too large. We will try more 

advanced feature selection methods to further reduce the 

Figure 2 The PCA plot of responders and nonresponders.
Notes: The xaxis was the first PC and yaxis was the second PC. The red dots 
were nr and the blue dots were r. it can be seen that most responders were in 
area of PC1,0, while most nonresponders were in the area of PC1.0. r and nr 
were different on the first PC.
Abbreviations: PCA, principal component analysis; PC, principal component; 
NR, nonresponders; R, responders.
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number of selected genes. The exhaust search strategies can be 

applied within the 138 genes to find the optimal 3–5 genes.

The clinical information should be documented carefully. 

Since the data we analyzed were from GEO, much clinical 

information of the patients was unknown. Analyzing the 

clinical information may provide novel insight. For example, 

within the 141 colorectal cancer patients, 117 samples were 

from primary sites and 27 samples were from metastatic 

lesions. But, we found that all 27 metastatic samples were 

predicted with the correct responses, as shown in Table S1 in 

which the third and sixth columns are actual responses and 

predicted responses, respectively. There may be two reasons 

of why the metastatic lesions can predict chemotherapy 

response: 1) the gene expressions between primary tumors 

Figure 3 The heatmap of the 138 genes in the responder and nonresponder colorectal cancer patients.
Notes: Each row corresponded to the scaled gene expressed level of a gene. The warmer colors indicated higher expression level and the colder colors indicate lower 
expression levels. Each column corresponded to a colorectal cancer patient who may be responder (red) and nonresponder (green) to FOLFOX therapy. It can be seen 
that the responders and nonresponders were clearly clustered into two groups and correspondingly, the 138 genes were also clustered into two groups. The top cluster of 
genes was highly expressed in responders and the bottom cluster of genes was highly expressed in nonresponders.
Abbreviations: NR, nonresponders; R, responders.
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and metastatic lesions have strong correlation.46,47 Staub et al 

reported that the primary site of metastatic cancer can be 

predicted based on the similarity between metastatic cancer 

and primary tissue.46 2) Some of the candidate genes were 

general tumor genes, such as PAGE4, a member of the GAGE 

family that is expressed in a variety of tumors.41–43

Genetic variations, such as single-nucleotide polymor-

phisms (SNPs) and copy number variations, have been proven 

to be a causal factor for tumorgenesis.48–52 They can be used 

for cancer subtyping and drug response prediction.22,48 Unfor-

tunately, our dataset did not include genetic data. But based 

on central dogma and previous studies, most SNPs function 

through expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL).17,18,53 The 

gene expression data can partially represent the effects of 

SNPs. If possible, we will preform DNA-Seq and RNA-Seq 

for the same patients and investigate the eQTL regulatory 

network of colorectal cancer patients with chemotherapy in 

the future.

Conclusion
Chemotherapy is a widely used treatment for cancers but not 

all cancer patients have expected responses to this treatment. 

In this study, we analyzed the gene expression profiles 

of FOLFOX responders and FOLFOX non-responders of 

colorectal cancer patients by combing several datasets. 

With advanced feature selection methods, we identified the 

biomarkers that can accurately predict the response of col-

orectal cancer patient to FOLFOX treatment. The biological 

analysis of selected genes revealed the possible mechanism 

of chemotherapy in colorectal cancer.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.
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name

Mean 
in NRa

Mean 
in Rb

Fold 
changec

SLC26A9 81.0 31.5 0.39
ADAMTSL2 15.3 6.9 0.45
IGKC 2,452.8 1,261.2 0.51
TMPRSS3 298.0 175.0 0.59
CXorf57 79.4 46.9 0.59
OR10H2 13.3 8.2 0.62
HS3ST5 92.1 61.1 0.66

Notes: aNR, colorectal cancer patients without FOLFOX response. bR, colorectal 
cancer patients with FOlFOX response. cFold change, R/NR.
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Supplementary materials

Table S1 The clinical information of the 144 colorectal cancer patients

Sample ID Dataset Actual 
response

Location Gender Predicted 
response

gsM1875899 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Female responder
gsM1875907 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM1875917 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Male responder
gsM1875935 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Male responder
gsM1875937 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Male responder
gsM1875938 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Female responder
gsM1875947 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM1875952 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Male responder
gsM1875959 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM1875989 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM1876008 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM1876009 gse72970 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM1875897 gse72970 responder Primary Male responder
gsM1875898 gse72970 responder Primary Male responder
gsM1875900 gse72970 responder Primary Female responder
gsM1875902 gse72970 responder Primary Female responder
gsM1875914 gse72970 responder Primary Male responder
gsM1875916 gse72970 responder Primary Female responder
gsM1875918 gse72970 responder Primary Male responder
gsM1875919 gse72970 responder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM1875920 gse72970 responder Primary Male responder
gsM1875923 gse72970 responder Primary Male responder
gsM1875924 gse72970 responder Primary Female responder
gsM1875929 gse72970 responder Primary Female responder
gsM1875932 gse72970 responder Primary Female responder
gsM1875948 gse72970 responder Primary Male responder
gsM1875954 gse72970 responder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM1875955 gse72970 responder Primary Male responder
gsM1875956 gse72970 responder Primary Female responder
gsM1875969 gse72970 responder Primary Male responder
gsM1875972 gse72970 responder Primary Female responder
gsM1875981 gse72970 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710828 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Female Nonresponder
gsM710829 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710830 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710831 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710832 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male responder
gsM710833 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710834 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710835 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710836 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM710837 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710839 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710841 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710843 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710845 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710846 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710849 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710853 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Female Nonresponder
gsM710855 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Female Nonresponder
gsM710858 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710860 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710862 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder

(Continued)
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Table S1 (Continued)

Sample ID Dataset Actual 
response

Location Gender Predicted 
response

gsM710863 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710865 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM710867 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710869 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM710871 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710873 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710905 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM710906 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710908 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM710911 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710913 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710915 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Male Nonresponder
gsM710916 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Female Nonresponder
gsM710918 gse28702 Nonresponder Metastasis Female Nonresponder
gsM710920 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM710922 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710924 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM710926 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM710928 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710930 gse28702 Nonresponder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710801 gse28702 responder Metastasis Female responder
gsM710802 gse28702 responder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710803 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710804 gse28702 responder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710805 gse28702 responder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710806 gse28702 responder Primary Female responder
gsM710807 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710808 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710809 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710810 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710811 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710812 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710813 gse28702 responder Metastasis Male responder
gsM710814 gse28702 responder Metastasis Male responder
gsM710815 gse28702 responder Metastasis Male responder
gsM710816 gse28702 responder Metastasis Male responder
gsM710817 gse28702 responder Metastasis Male responder
gsM710818 gse28702 responder Metastasis Female responder
gsM710819 gse28702 responder Metastasis Male responder
gsM710820 gse28702 responder Metastasis Female responder
gsM710821 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710822 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710823 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710824 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710825 gse28702 responder Primary Female responder
gsM710826 gse28702 responder Primary Female responder
gsM710827 gse28702 responder Primary Female responder
gsM710875 gse28702 responder Primary Female responder
gsM710877 gse28702 responder Primary Male Nonresponder
gsM710879 gse28702 responder Primary Female Nonresponder
gsM710881 gse28702 responder Metastasis Female responder
gsM710883 gse28702 responder Metastasis Male responder
gsM710885 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710886 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710888 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710890 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
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Table S1 (Continued)

Sample ID Dataset Actual 
response

Location Gender Predicted 
response

gsM710892 gse28702 responder Primary Female NonResponder
gsM710894 gse28702 responder Primary Female responder
gsM710896 gse28702 responder Primary Female responder
gsM710898 gse28702 responder Primary Female responder
gsM710900 gse28702 responder Primary Male responder
gsM710902 gse28702 responder Primary Female responder
gsM496015 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496016 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496017 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496018 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496019 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496022 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na responder
gsM496023 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na responder
gsM496024 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496025 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496026 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496028 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496029 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496031 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496032 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496033 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496034 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na responder
gsM496035 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496037 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496038 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496042 gse19860 Nonresponder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496020 gse19860 responder Primary na responder
gsM496021 gse19860 responder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496027 gse19860 responder Primary na responder
gsM496030 gse19860 responder Primary na responder
gsM496036 gse19860 responder Primary na responder
gsM496039 gse19860 responder Primary na responder
gsM496040 gse19860 responder Primary na responder
gsM496041 gse19860 responder Primary na Nonresponder
gsM496043 gse19860 responder Primary na Nonresponder

Abbreviation: NA, not applicable
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Table S2 The top 138 mrMr genes

Order Name Score

1 LOC100009676 0.131
2 ZNF461 0.101
3 MLKL 0.072
4 MGC15885 0.083
5 MBTD1 0.071
6 CC2D1A 0.067
7 FAM104A 0.061
8 KIF3B 0.06
9 SYTL1 0.06
10 EML6 0.057
11 ENSG00000244627 0.057
12 AHCYL1 0.058
13 OR10H2 0.057
14 CYP4F8 0.058
15 LTA4H 0.055
16 JOSD2 0.055
17 FAM120C 0.055
18 IQSEC2 0.053
19 C11orf9 0.053
20 CRYBB1 0.051
21 SLC16A4 0.052
22 TBC1D21 0.051
23 TMEM160 0.05
24 NIP7 0.05
25 ULBP1 0.05
26 C15orf26 0.049
27 ATP6V1B2 0.048
28 DRAP1 0.047
29 C12orf34 0.047
30 LHX9 0.047
31 NPEPPS 0.046
32 ZNF569 0.046
33 LPL 0.045
34 ENSG00000240024 0.044
35 P2RX4 0.044
36 GSTM3 0.043
37 FOSL2 0.043
38 PDK4 0.042
39 COX8A 0.042
40 NR4A2 0.042
41 BPTF 0.042
42 LIPF 0.04
43 HAUS1 0.04
44 SLC17A7 0.04
45 PRR14 0.04
46 PDE10A 0.04
47 SUPT4H1 0.039
48 PIGW 0.039
49 TM4SF5 0.039
50 PECR 0.039
51 COMT 0.039
52 IGKC 0.039
53 MOBKL3 0.038
54 NOL6 0.038
55 REG3G 0.038
56 TMEM66 0.037
57 PATE2 0.036

(Continued)

Table S2 (Continued)

Order Name Score

58 JUND 0.037
59 IL17D 0.036
60 ENSG00000186056 0.036
61 ADAMTSL2 0.036
62 TMPRSS3 0.035
63 ATP10A 0.036
64 GRK4 0.036
65 NEUROG3 0.035
66 WASF2 0.035
67 HIAT1 0.035
68 NFIA 0.035
69 LOC284100 0.034
70 IFT81 0.034
71 GSTZ1 0.034
72 ENSG00000235471 0.034
73 CXorf57 0.034
74 OXCT2 0.034
75 LRRC55 0.034
76 DHX58 0.034
77 RNF25 0.034
78 SLC26A9 0.034
79 ZNF140 0.033
80 ENSG00000231078 0.033
81 HOXA11AS 0.032
82 SEC14L2 0.032
83 IQCG 0.032
84 CACNG4 0.032
85 DDX42 0.032
86 C14orf102 0.032
87 HSPA4 0.032
88 INTS10 0.032
89 ENSG00000229522 0.031
90 ZHX3 0.031
91 LOC100130155 0.031
92 LOC284648 0.031
93 BDKRB2 0.031
94 NCRNA00116 0.031
95 HDLBP 0.031
96 KRT74 0.031
97 ZNF528 0.03
98 SPG7 0.03
99 MORF4L1 0.03
100 LOC340107 0.03
101 DNAJC5G 0.03
102 C16orf92 0.03
103 ZNF204P 0.029
104 DNAJC2 0.029
105 RBKS 0.029
106 PACSIN1 0.029
107 ANKMY1 0.029
108 NCRNA00173 0.029
109 ZNF205 0.029
110 PPP1R1C 0.029
111 FUT4 0.029
112 ZNF605 0.029
113 RNF187 0.028
114 RUNDC1 0.028
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Table S2 (Continued)

Order Name Score

115 COX4NB 0.028
116 TNFRSF1A 0.028
117 IRF3 0.028
118 HS3ST5 0.028
119 POM121 0.028
120 VIT 0.028
121 NPEPL1 0.028
122 DMC1 0.028
123 ATP13A2 0.028
124 C20orf194 0.028
125 TTC21B 0.028
126 EIF4B 0.027
127 PAGE4 0.027
128 SOCS6 0.027
129 MNAT1 0.027
130 LMOD3 0.027
131 ABCD4 0.027
132 MTMR4 0.027
133 HMGCL 0.027
134 ZNHIT3 0.027
135 CD151 0.027
136 SEP15 0.026
137 SRXN1 0.026
138 NDUFA8 0.026
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